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There's a new girl in the small town of River Bend, Montana â€“ a pretty little thing from the city who

doesn't know her heifers from her steers. Or her good guys from her f*cked up ex-Marines.Her

name is Tia Kinsley and she's nothing like the girls in River Bend. Proud, smart and gorgeous, she's

a fish out of water with a habit of getting into sitcom-style scrapes. Not that I have any interest in

rescuing her from those scrapes...The last thing I came out here to the middle of nowhere to do is

fall in love. Two brutal tours in Iraq left me broken and haunted, unfit for human companionship.

Besides, I've got everything I need â€“ my livestock, my property and my faithful dog, Beau.I've got

rules, too. No relationships that last longer than a single night, for one. No local girls. No

entanglements.Until one hot summer night when I catch a fleeting glimpse of something familiar in

Tia's dark eyes. I know that look. I see it every day, staring back at me in the mirror. Hurt. Loss.So it

turns out maybe I'm not the only one in pain. Maybe the world doesn't revolve around me. And

maybe â€“ just maybe â€“ being with her is like feeling the rain on my face after years in the

desert.I'm not fit for any of this and I know it â€“ not fit for love or kindness or the sweet tenderness

with which she treats me. For Tia's own good â€“ and even as her breathless little sighs still ring in

my ears â€“ I can't let her in.But I can't seem to stay away, either, and the closer we dance to the

cliff's edge, the tighter I hold on...Not your usual Bad Boy, this 70k standalone romance is a good

old-fashioned love story â€“ with lots of steam, no cliffhangers and a heart-melting HEA guaranteed!
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The Cowboy's Baby: A Small Town Montana Romance (Corbett Billionaires Book 1) is a very good

and sensual interracial romance that earned a rating of five stars. I enjoyed reading this book and

found it to be a very sweet interracial romance. I would recommend it to anyone who enjoys reading

very good interracial romance novels.

I bought this book because the heroine has an unusual name - mine. I was not disappointed. Great

story about love in a small town. Who knew her petting his horse would cause such a ripple effect? I

can't wait to read more stories about those fabulous Corbett billionaires.

This book is so good. It has a little twist in the story to just make it that much more interesting to

read. Both Dallas and Tia are dealing with their own versions of grief when they meet and it just

makes their romance that much sweeter.

I really loved this really great story. I could not put the book down till I finished reading the whole

wonderful story.Thank you so very much for writing this wonderful story.

I love the continuation of the carpet Clans, can't wait to see what's next. I would definitely

recommend this book and I gave it a five-star because I love the book. I can't wait to read the next

book in this this collection or series.

I really liked this story but it goes to show money can make people do crazy things & lie to get their

hands on it.

This book was phenomenal, I was hooked from the beginning and it didn't change throughout the

whole story. Such a good story of love!

Awesome! I loved the whole story and how the author kept me engaged in the story. I didn't want to

put it down.
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